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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ A closed Walhalla theater in Rotterdam, the evening lockdown due to the new corona measures. Cultural institutions must close at 5 p.m. from Sunday. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ A closed Walhalla theater in Rotterdam, the evening lockdown due to the new corona measures. Cultural institutions must close at 5 p.m. from Sunday. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ A closed Walhalla theater in Rotterdam, the evening lockdown due to the new corona measures. Cultural institutions must close at 5 p.m. from Sunday. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go to a bar until 8 p.m., the last round in wiskey bar de ouwehoer. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ A closed Walhalla theater in Rotterdam, the evening lockdown due to the new corona measures. Cultural institutions must close at 5 p.m. from Sunday. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go out for dinner until 8 pm. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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New Corona measures in Rotterdam, Netherlands, on November 27, 2021/ The last evening that people could go to a bar until 8 p.m., the last round in wiskey bar de ouwehoer. From Sunday the evening lockdown will start and catering bars, clubs and restaurants must close at 5 p.m. This means that theaters and cinemas, among other things, have to close their doors after that time. 1,5 meters away and a mouth cap. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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